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ON FILTER-CONVERGENCE STRUCTURES 
AND SEQUENTIAL CONVERGENCE 

STRUCTURES

Woo Chori Hong

1. Introduction

In [3丄[6丄[7], [8], and [9], the authors introduced convergence 
structures by filters or sequences and investigated many properties 
of these convergence structures and convergence spaces(or limit spaces) 
determined by these convergence structures. It is well-known that 
a convergence structure determines only a Cech closure operator(L21) 
which is a weakened form of a Kuratowski closure operator. Indeed, 
a convergence space may not be a topological space.

In this paper, we shall define filter-convergence structures and 
sequential convergence structures and investigate properties of these 
convergence structures. The motivation we define and study filter-conve
rgence structures and sequential convergence structures is that spaces 
determined by these convergence structures are topolo^cal spaces. 
Moreover, Frechet spaces will be determined completely by sequential 
convergence structures. Hence these convergence structures are more 
stronger than other convergence structures defined by many authors 
as above. So, these convergence structures are more useful to characte
rize topological spaces and Frechet spaces.

In section 2, we define filter-convergence structures. We shall investi
gate properties of filter-convergence structures and show that there 
exists a subcollection FC[X1 of the set of all filter-convergence structu
res on X such that FC[X1 and the set of all topologies on X are 
dual-isomorphic.

In last section, we define sequential co효vergence structures and 
study properties of sequential convergence structures. We shall show
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that Frechet spaces are determined completely by sequential converge
nce structures and there exists a subfamily SC*LX] of the set of 
all sequential convergence structures on X such that the set of all 
Frechet topologies on X and SC*EX1 are dual-isomorphic.

2. Filter-convergence structures

Let X be any non-empty set and let F[XJ denote the set of all 
filters on X. Then, the following theorem is well-known and very 
useful to characterize topological spaces. This fact will give us a 
motivation to construct and investigate filter-convergence structures.

Thewem. In a topological space X, the following statements are 
always true.

(1) If 0WF或]and for some xCX, then 步* in the 
space X.

(2) Let EFExH. If 5fC and 乡—工，then 场"元.

(3) Let x&X and ACX. If 9하승* for each 密with
then 9" 아송 % for each 乡" G FLY] with {yGX I 芬스’ for some 淨CF 
I乂 with ▲成尹}

Definition 2.1. A mapping q : 꺼XJf 多七气) is called a filter-converge
nce structure on X if it satisfies the following properties :

(FC 1) If and 场rhen xEq(^
(FC 2) Let 窃，양LJ F[X]. If 匆 U 例 and x G q(萸 ), then x G ?(<^).
(FC 3) Let 尤EX and AUX. If 光车q(尹)for each 乡GFCX] with 

then 珅q(殆 for each •尹’GFEX] with (yeXlyCq(歹)for 
some 歹GF[幻 with，沱乡자U亥'

The following theorem is dear, hence we omit the proof.

Theorem 2.2. Let Q33 be a topological space. Define a mapping 
a 尸：瓦X]~核yY) as follows - for each 疹EF[如，

必(疹)={虹Xl 步W in the space (X»}.
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Then, clearly, ia a filter-convergence structure on X.

Theorem 2.3. Let q be a filter-convergence structure on X. Define 
a mapping cq: FDQ^^(X) as follows : for each subset A of X, 

q0)={%EXL疋q(刃 for some ^EF［XJ with 厶G歹}

Then cq is a Kuratowski 시。sure operator on X. That is, 0，曲 is 
a topological space.

Proof. It is clear that (1)(、的)=0 and (2) for each ACXf ACc^A).
(3) Let A be any non-empty subset of X and suppose that 舛財0丄

Then x^q(^) for each 段with AE ST By definition of cq 
and (FC 3), •珅qG多3 for each with 財七 Hence
we x^c/c/A)) by d^nition of d By above (21 c/AiCc^c^A)) 
is always true. Therefore, 히0丿=q(&&)丿.

(4) Let A and B be non-empty subsets of X. By (2), we have
c/A)\jc^(B) C cq(A uB), It is enough to show that c/AuB) C c^A) - 
Let x^cq(A\jB), Then, by definition of 侃, for 오ome 疹€尸［乂］

with Suppose that and F for some ele
ments F and F 'of〈步 Then, since 笑 is a filter, FnF 乡弓 and 
so F(~}F r qA =(^ and F(^F Hence we have (Fc\F f)O(A
UB)=Q which is a contradiction to the fact that Thus,
FrM寻드 6 or Fr\B^(|)for each FC奚 It follows that {Fp\A I FC 乡~} 

or {FnB 1 FE歹} is a filterbase on X. Let {FnA I FE尹} be a filterbase 
and let ^denote the filter on X generated by the filterbase {Fq 
A 丨貞£烫}. Then, clearly,乡U%口d Since xGq(^)t by (FC
2), we have 光Hence x^c/A), and therefore, xG cg(A)\jc^B).

Remark. In Theorem 2.3, we don't have any guarantee that for 
each x^q(AXx)), where 质x) denotes the nbd filter of x in. 
the space (XfCq). Hence, it need not be true that xEq(笋)iff 密 
converges to x in (written 3F in (X%)).

Lemma 2-4. In Theorem 23, assume that for each x^X, x^q 
Then we have, for each x&X,

，仞=c{&yr［幻L沱a(刃}.
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Proof. Since x&q(^(x))f clearly, we have Dn{ I x^q
⑴}.

Conergy, suppose that there exists N E /仞 such that A脾
EX] I xEq(乡가. Then, there is 伊GFtX] such that xE：q{^) and 
N任奚 Since A哗笫 int(N)^^ where int(2V) is the interior of N in 
(X,O・ So, F-int(?Y)科 for each FC 葵 Let 歹'be the filter on X 
generated by the filterbase \F4nt(N) I F& 歹}. Then, clearly, we have

C J^'and 也圾切季;Let。必 be the ultrafilter on X with 矿C 
Z Since int 徂)成乡"and 步 and 般‘ is ultra, X-ixA(N) G 
and »€冬(0. Hence we have xGc9(X-int(N)) by definition of cq, which 
is a contradiction.

TteeotCTi 2.5. In Theorem 2.3, assume that for 8di x^X, 
{歹。心] I 疋爪尹가).

Then, x^q{^) iff 앙、in (X為.

Proof. If xEq(^)t then ^x)C by Lemma 2.4. Hence 앙tx 
in (X,Cq).

Conversely, if 양f x in (X，c), then yk(x)Q^ by definition of filter 
convergence in 교 topological space. By hypothesis and Lemma 2.4, 
xWqJf《对). Since 仗)U 歹 and xCq(次x)), xQq(^) by (FC 2).

Let FCLX] be the set of all filter-convergence structures on X 
satisfying the assumption of Theorem 2.5 and let TLX] be the 
set of all topologies on X. Define orders <and <* on FC[X] and T 
EX] by

1(歹)5(刃 for each 
and

务V*务—(set inclusion order),
respectively. Then, by Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3, and Theorem 2.5, 
we obtain the following

Corollary 2.6. Two partially ordered sets (FCLX], <) and (T 
m,<*) are dual-isomorphic under the correspondence(「승 0% where 
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气={AUX I cq(X^A)=X^A},

3. Sequential convergence structures

Let X be any non-empty set and let S[X] denote the set of all 
sequences in X. Sequences in X will be denoted by small Greek 
letters a,3 etc. The 虹th term of the sequence a is denoted by 
a(k). The small Latin letters s, t denote increasing mappin양옹 of the 
natural number set N into 표self. The composition a ° s is the subseque
nce of a which has a(s(k)) as 农th term. Then- The following theorem 
is also well-known and very useful to characterize first-countable space유 
or Frechet spaces. This fact will give us a motivation to define sequential 

struchrres.

Definition 3.1. A topological space X is called FYechetLll if the 
closure of any subset A of X is the set of all limits of sequences 
in A.

Remark. It is well-known that every first-countable space is Frechet 
In [4] and C5], SP Franklin investigated properties of Frechet spaces.

Theorem. In a Frechet space X, the fbllowiii용 statements are always 
true.

(1) For each constant sequence (x) in Xr (x) converges to x.
(2) If a converges to x, then every sub않equence a ° s of a snverge응 

to x.
(3) Let xGX and ACX. If for each sequence a in A a does 

not converge to x, then for each sequence B in h侶X I a converges 
to y, for some a in A}, p also does not converge to x.

Definition 3.2. A non-empty subfamily M of S[X] '乂X is called 
a sequential convergence structure 伽 X if it satisfies the following 
properties :

(SC 1) For each xEX, ((x),勿e/ where (x) is the constant sequence 
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whose fe-th term is x for all indices k.
(SC 2) If (a,x)G then (a ° s, x)E for each s.
(SC 3) Let xEX and ACX. If (aR季卷夕 for each a in A 

then (P，x) $ -Z for each 0 in {y^X I (a况W for some a in >1}.

If a sequential convergence structure -Z on X is given, then the 
pair (X^) is called a sequential convergence space.

By definition of Frechet spaces, we obtain the following

Theorem 3.3. Let (X,夕)be any Frechet space and let。多 be 
the set of all pairs S»QCSLX]XX such that a converges to x in 
the space (2〔으) Then, is a sequential convergence structure 
on X.

Proof. It is straightforward.

Theorem 3.4. Let "be any sequential convergence structure on 
X. Define a mapping c宓(X)t& (X) as follows : for each subset 
A of X, c^,(A) = {x^X I (s)€ 京’ for some a in A}. Then, is 
a Kuratowski closure operator on X. That is, (X,qQ is a topological 
space.

Proof. It is clear that (1)&S)=© and (2)for each subset A of 
X, ACc^(A).

(3) Let A be any non-empty subset of X and suppose that x^c^(A).
Then for each a in A. By definition of and (SC 3),
we have for each p in c^(A). Hence x^c^(c^(A)). By

above (2), c^(A)C.c^(c^(A)) is always true. Therefore, c (A)=cjc 
(A)).

(4) Let A and B be non-empty subsets of X. By (2), we have
(A){jc^(B)Cc^(AuB), It is enough to prove that c^(AuB)Cc^ 

(A){jc(B). Let xEc^(A\jB). The (a，矽巳/ for some a in AuB. We 
divide the proof into two cases.
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Case 1. The range of a is finite, ie, {a(初 I bCN\ is finite. Then 
there exists an element -p of {a(k) I k^N] such that a ° s=(p) for 
some subsequence a ° s of a. Since (a ° s, x)G^ by (SC
2)» and hence ((p), x)E^ From the fact that a is a sequence in 
AuB, we have peA or pGB. Therefore, by (SC l)r x&c^(A)uc^(B).

Case 2. {a(初 I kGN\ is infinite.
Then \a(k) \ kGN] r\A is infinite or {a(初 lAGN}准 is infinite. If 
{a(切 I is infinite, then there exists a subsequence a • s
of a in A. Since (a/)€/ (a ° s, x)E^f by (SC 2)t and hence 
xGc^(A). Therefore, xEc^(A)\jc^(B).

Let be a seq^ntal amvergen^ structure on X Hereafter, we 
use the notation W* for the set of all pairs (")ES[X]〉〈X such 
that a converge오 to x in the topological space Then, clearly, 
we have m져' is also a sequential convergence structure on X, but 
任丰 W*, in general.

Now we investigate relations between W and z져'*

Lemma 3.5. Let W be a seuential convergence structure on X. 
Then, A is a nbd of x in (X；七)iff for each (o,x)E^Z, a is eventually 
in A.

Proof. Let A be a nbd of x in (X,c^) and (a矽 £ / Since A 
is nbd of x in (Xrc^), there exists an open set 0 in (X,%，、) such 
that xEOcA. It follows that c^(X-O)~X~O, and thus there does 
not exist 0 in X-0 such that (&灯 Qqf by definition of We now 
prove that {kGN I a旭X•이 is finite. If 伐曰'지 a。丿GX-아 is infinite, 
then there exists a subsequence a ° s of a in X-O. Since (a刃 G" 
(a ° s, x)W/ by (SC 2), which is a contradiction. From this fact, 
we have a is eventually in 0. Therefore, a is eventually in A.

Conversely, suppose that there exists a subset A of X such that 
A is not a nbd of x in (X,c^) and for each (oRG、/, a is eventually 
in A. Then, since a is eventually in A for each (a，矽 C/ and ((x),x)
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E 京” by (SC 1), clearly, we have xEA. Since A is not a nbd of 
x in (X-A)-(X-A). By definition of ” there exists a
sequence a in X~A such that (aRE 盘 Then, by hypothesis, a is 
eventually in At which is a contradiction.

Theorem 3.6. Let -Z be a sequential convergence structure on 
X. Then, we have

(1) and
(2) j —

Proof. (1) Let (aRG 幺 Then, by Lemma 3.5, for each nbd A 
of x in the topological space a is eventually in A. Hence
a converges to x in (X,c^), and therefore (a粉져

(2) Let A be any non-empty subset of X. Then, by above (1), 
we have c^(A)Cc^/A). Convers이y, let xQc^(A). Then (aRGW* 
for some a in A. By definition of a converges to x in (X,c^). 
It follows that I k^N})Cc^,(A). therefore,七=匕*

Corollary 3.7. Let / be a sequential convergence structure cm 
X. Then, we have

(1) for each sequential convergence struture ^fon X with j =七, 
=/%. and

(2) I丿{/ is a sequential convergence structure on X with c . = c. } 
=丄셔% .

Theorem 3.8. Let be any sequential convergence structure on 
X. If W satisfies the additional two properties : (SC 4) and (SC 5), 
then ¥네거'

(SC 4) Let aGStX]. If (ar 矽C/ for some s such that M 
I kGN} is finite, then

(SC 5) Let aGS[%]. If there exists a sequence (时 in SCXl or 
a finite subset {Pi, &,•••&】 of S[X] such that (1) for each i, &=a ° £ 
for some mapping £: A—Mneed not be injective or increasing), (2) 
for each i, (&,切。京\ (3) for each 详j, f、(N)c£(N)=©, and (4) 
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finite case &侦N)=N), then ((璀)6/.

Proof. By Theorem 3.6(1), 京' C w져'

Conversely, let ： a converges to x in the space (Xjh、).

We divide the proof into three cases.

Case 1, {k^N I ((a(k)t x)G /} is empty.
Then, since x^c^(\a(k) I kEN}) and there exists 缶 in
{a(k) I kEN} such that If {$(矽 3dV} is finite, then
there exist kaWN and a subsequence 楫。t of 仏 such that 楫 ° t=(^i(k 
o)). Since((缶的)),"(SC 2), and hence there exists 
an element 缶侬。)of {(u(k) I kEN] such that ((缶(血))，尤)€ « which 
is a contradiction. It follows that {&倒 I k&N} must be infinite. Let 
fi: N—N be a mapping (need not be injective or increasing) 
with a °/i=pi. If N-fi(7V) is finite, then, clearly, (a,x)G^f by (SC 
4) and finite case of (SC 5). If N~fi(N) is infinite, then there exists 
a subsequence a° Si of a such that

⑴)=a(k» where I kEN^fi(N)}
a(fe2), where k2~ndxi{k I kE：(N-fi(N))-{k}}}

功=a(侬Q, where ^=min{妇 丿半血,…，辰t}}

Since and a °si is a subsequence of a, a ° 5i converges
to r in (%&), M” (a ° Si, jr)G^* and thus there exists 位 in 
\a(si(k)) I kEN} such that (p2,x)G^Z Let g2 ： 冷스N be a mapping 
such that aosog2=&2, let 紙。备=了如 If (N・f《N))彳z(N) is finite, then 

by (SC 4) and finite case of (SC 5), and therefore, 
we have by finite case of (SC 5), If Q¥f《N))・h(N) is infinite,
we can continue with above process. Therefore, (a, x)G^Z by (SC 
4) and (SC 5),

Case 2. {k^：N I ((a(k)),矽 Gj。} is finite
Then, let {虹耳為…,記} = {&ElVl ((a(k))rx)E and let 由)=max {为 M2,…, 
An}, there exists a subsequence a 0 s of a such that afs侬丿)=妳。+充) 
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for each k€.N. Since {kEN I(i<a(s(k)))rx)G =Z}<|)by Case 1, we have 
(a 0 s,勿 £ 幺 and therefore (aRcW by (SC 4).

Case 3. {&W1VT ((이%力刃 CW} is infinite.
If N-{kEN I (fa闽)RE W} is finite, then, clearly, we have (a9x)E W by 
(SC 4) and (SC 5). If N-{kEN\ ((叫以砂C/} is infinite, then there 
exists a subsequence a ° s of a such that 
a«(7))=a(爲), where 加=min{j시 为I ((a(矽)RG #}} 
a(s(2))=a(k^t where 为2=1血职 I JR (M 恤 GN I ((a闽)，矽 €次{爲}}

a(s(n))=a&), where Z=mhi恨 ] 为 €(7V・{^G]V I ((a(砂，矽£/}시左血,…, 

歸}}:

Then, dearly,帰顷V 丨任&布仞力刃 E #}=(!), and hence, by Case 1, 
we have (a。写 Therefore, by (SC 4) and (SC 5).
The proof is complete.

Examle 3.9. Let Q be the rational number set with usual topology. 
Let 二% denote 난le set of all pairs (a»x)US[Q]XQ such that a converges 
to x in Q and let ^f={((x)9x) I xGQ}u{(cu0&S[Q]XQ I a converges 
to x in Q and a is either increasing or decreasing}.
Then we have (1) % and /are sequential convergence structures 
on Q and (2) /£丄%=2자=京서%

Finally, we shall study relations between sequential convergence 
structures on X and Frechet topologies on X.

By definitions of and Frechet spaces, the following will be 
easily verified and hence we omit the proofs.

Theorem 3.10. (1) For each sequential convergence structure M 
on X, (Xy) is a Frechet space.

(2) For each Frechet topology 夕 on X, and M尹 is also
a sequential convergence structure on X, where -2多={(04矽 CSLXjX 
X I a converges to z in (X3) }.
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Corollary 3.11. Let FT[X] be the set of all Frechet topologies 
on X and let SC*CX] = tZ* I -Z is a sequential convergence structure 
on X}. Then, two partially orderes sets FTLX] and SC치乂 endowed 
with the set inclusion order are dual-isomorphic under the corresponde
nce 丄
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